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A grime-ridden, gritty, political thriller,Rakht Charitra, plunges you into a world of scrupulous police
investigations, elite underworld operations and political power plays, centring around the massacre
of a politician and his family. Rakht Charitra is a revenge drama with a thrilling plot. Ravindra Pratap
was convicted in 2003 for the assassination of the Prime Minister of India and Dawood Ibrahim. He

was released on bail and later convicted for the murder of the Prime Minister of India, which
provoked protests and riots. Now, the Prime Minister is reawakened and the matter will be decided in

the courts. However, Mehrangir Vithan, is on the way to stop this and will use all his skills and
weapons to do it. The film has great characters like Sathyaraj, Vivek Oberoi, Surya, Nandana Sen,

Arunoday Singh, Piyush Mishra, Guruprasad and other. Rakht Charitra is a mix of gangster, mystery
and revenge. Rakht Charitra is the biggest hit of the year 2010. It is based on the life of the famous

gangster, Pratap Ravi Singh alias Chattu. Chattu is famous for his role in the assassination of the
prime minister during the 1984 anti-Sikh riots in Mumbai. The story revolves around avenge of the

death of Vithan in the hands of Chattu and Mehrangir Vithan, who will take revenge from Chattu. The
film is a mix of gangster, mystery and revenge. The film has great characters like Sathyaraj, Vivek
Oberoi, Surya, Nandana Sen, Arunoday Singh, Piyush Mishra, Guruprasad and other. Rakht Charitra
is the biggest hit of the year 2010. It is based on the life of the famous gangster, Pratap Ravi Singh
alias Chattu. Chattu is famous for his role in the assassination of the prime minister during the 1984
anti-Sikh riots in Mumbai. The story revolves around avenge of the death of Vithan in the hands of

Chattu and Mehrangir Vithan, who will take revenge from Chattu. The film is a mix of gangster,
mystery and revenge. The film has great characters like Sathyaraj, Vivek Oberoi, Surya, Nandana
Sen, Arunoday Singh, Piyush Mishra, Guruprasad and other. Rakht Charitra is the biggest hit of the

year 2010. 5ec8ef588b
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